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Abstract
SEMI will present latest year-to-date figures and forecast into 2016 of fab investment trend. The data will
cover fab equipment spending trend by regions and by major product segments. With the rise of IoT
opportunities, we will discuss the outlook of 150mm/200mm fabs capacity and investment trend at worldwide
level as well as Europe-specific status. We will also look into secondary equipment market opportunities that
is on the rise in recent years. We will provide our perspectives on the market drivers and possible future
transitions.
Biography
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The "Internet of Things"- Opportunities for the Secondary Equipment Market
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Abstract
Previously the industry has seen the emergence of the PC and then the portable telephone, both of which
created enormous demand, opportunities and change. Who could have imagined the impact today of the
smart phone? when just a few short decades ago the first bulky, cumbersome (barely) portable phones
arrived. The next technology wave is going to be even bigger and impact our lives even more. This wave is
the IOT. Today we are just at the beginning of this great adventure, where the possibilities of the IOT are
only limited by our collective imaginations.
Both the PC and the telephone pushed Moore's law along and were at the leading edge, forcing change from
micron to sub-micron to single digit nanometer technologies.
The IOT is different and requires broader technologies - sensors, MEMS, power management, connectivity
and microcontrollers. The leading edge technology race will surely continue, driven by next generation
microprocessors and ever denser memories . But in parallel, many of the new and innovative IOT
technologies will not require the latest process equipment. The sweet spot to economically produce these
devices will be reusing, recycling and repurposing trailing edge equipment mainly focused on 200mm.
Clearly the secondary equipment market has a great role to play.
Biography
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Abstract
The Internet of Things is truly upon us. Exploding at an exponential rate it is expected to grow at a CAGR of
31.72% for the five years to 2019. The potential is limitless as market sectors of all types embrace the
opportunities of integrated electronic devices in a huge range of products and services which will inform,
measure, control, record and report. This has resulted in a massive outflow of new systems & applications to
be delivered faster, smaller and at very low cost.
To meet these demands, there is pressure on industry suppliers to increase capacity & throughput on new
processes, whilst working with lower technology equipment, in many cases at 200mm. To be competitive
costs are key and the successful adaptation of secondary equipment is paramount. A supply chain which can
quickly fulfil the need for re-purposed equipment, support and services is critical.
We need to understand developing customer needs and identify how we can cost-effectively meet them in a
way that will allow new applications to be built competitively. In the last 15 years we have seen customer
requirements for secondary equipment change dramatically. From days of simply refurbishing or making
small modifications to older equipment, we now have to provide bespoke solutions for a wide variety of
applications, extending the life span and evolving the functionality of older equipment.
This isn't without its challenges - the availability of donor tools, where to source legacy components, the
provision and knowledge transfer of engineering and process expertise in older technologies, and ensuring
standards and quality to satisfy a demanding industrial environment.
This presentation will address the evolution of the secondary equipment market and how the secondary
industry can support that market, providing a supply chain with solutions to satisfy customer demands. It will
also look at future challenges that will need to be faced, exploring the potential to transform them to new
opportunities.
Biography
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Abstract
The secondary equipment market, served by OEM's, turnkey companies, refurbishment houses, brokers or
directly from the fab (as is), is not only growing, it's getting to its next level of performance. Depending on
what kind of electronic devices are manufactured by secondary equipment, the end-user has to consider
critical functions like automation (control systems), CE compliance, critical components (like power supplies,
pumps and valves - to name but a few) and their life time. The transition of mature device manufacturing to
support new applications and processes makes it necessary to cooperate with critical component suppliers.
The formula to success is to manage issues like speed, quality, reliability and risk versus cost. As such,
identifying the right product experts and component specialists is key when it comes to spare parts, product
maintenance and repair, product upgrade and continuous improvement.
This presentation will discuss the requirements towards component suppliers in the field of genuine spare
parts, product substitutes, controlled phase-out processes, product upgrades and enhancements, especially
customization. On top of that, the focus is on bringing used equipment to the next performance level by
utilizing the product and technology roadmap from original component suppliers, finally leading into improved
tool performance, optimized total cost of ownership, higher particle performance and overall yield. Examples
of improved tool performance will be demonstrated, backed by respective data.
Biography
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Abstract
The secondary equipment market has become an established option in today's manufacturing environment,
adding capacity or technical capability. Over the last five years OEM's like TEL have developed their range
of secondary products, giving FAB's OEM quality solutions at an affordable level of investment. Many
companies specialise in this marketplace, however, it is principally the OEM's who can provide the broadbased solutions from a global network which meet today's customer needs.
This presentation will articulate the value propositions that OEM's offer as well as discuss how we in TEL can
offer innovative "hybrid" manufacturing solutions allowing TEL CUE (Certified Used Equipment) to remain
commercially attractive as well as supporting new process integration on to mature platforms. Additionally,
this presentation will discuss how TEL can provide affordability programs enabling FABs to control their
OPEX expenditure.
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